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PURPOSE

Make a review of the eight specific points of the action of the energy chi, the zang-fu organs and the tissues.
Bahuixue points (八会穴, bahuixue) or the eight influence points converge with the appropriate tissues or the Zhang-fu organs and 
influence the present pathological changes. They are mostly located of the thorax.
All of the meridian points have general and specific characteristics. The general characteristics mainly condition the flexibility in 
their selection, while the specific characteristics give an opportunity for making more reduced and more effective recipe for the 
specific disease. The diseases of zang-fu organs which can’t be treated with medications are successfully treated according to this 
princip. For their treatment are used mostly mu-points on the anterior thorax, shu-points on the posterior thorax, juan-points, luo-
points, x-points and si-points.
In the treatment of the diseases and according to the symptoms specific combinations of specific points can be used.

Eight specific points

Effect of Active points Belong of meridian

Zang-organs Zhangmen LR 13 Mu-point of spleen meridian

Fu-organs Zhonwan RN 12 Mu-point of stomach meridian

Fluid substance chi of

energy chi

Shangzhong RN

17 or Tanzhong

RN 17

Mu-point of pericardium meridian

Liquid substance xue

of energy chi

Geshu BL 17 Shu-point of diaphragm, bladder meridian

Connective tissue

meridians

Yanglingquam

GB 34

Point delta of gall bladder meridian

Vascular system Taiyuan LU 9 Source point of lung meridian

Bone system Dazhu BL 11 Active point of bladder meridian

Brain tissue Xuanzhong GB

39

Active point of gall bladder meridian

Clinical application of specific points

Combining specific points Conditions and diseases

Mu-point and Shu-point According to the In-Yan Teach

Yuan-point and Luo-point According to the principle of

"home-ghost"

Shu-point and х-pont In-type diseases

Mu-point and х-point Diseases of Yan-type

Yuan-point and х-point Disorders of type deficiency

Shu-point and Yuan-point Diseases of type redundancy

Luo-point and Si-point Acute disease

CONCLUSION

Based on theoretical examinations and analysis it can be said 

that the knowledge of the theoretical system of traditional 

Chinese medicine for this points is basic factor for precise 

and effective apply in practice of treating many diseases. 
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